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News for HTR Subscribers 
HTR 2002 Seminar Preview 

 
The 7th annual HTR handicapping seminar will take place Friday night July 12 and all day Saturday July 
13 at the Stardust Hotel in Las Vegas.  Below is the tentative schedule and preliminary topic list.  Be sure 
to contact me if you are planning to attend, as we want to ensure we print enough handouts for everyone.  
Overflow crowds are expected as usual, please come early to get a good seat for each session.   
 
All information below is subject to change, but we will notify everyone if there is a significant schedule revision. 
 
Friday Evening July 12 
6:15pm – Complimentary Buffet Dinner. 
7:00pm – Welcome, Introductions, Awards, Seminar Overview.  
8:00pm – Tom Walters discusses handicapping with HTR and the TLC. 
9:00pm – Ken Massa discusses advanced HTR handicapping topics.   
10:00pm – Q&A, Group Discussion. Tournament Talk. 
 
Saturday Morning July 13 
9:45am – Complimentary continental breakfast. 
10:00am – Tom: betting strategy. 
11:00am – Ken:  chalk vs. longshots and how to ascertain race volatility/Stardust sheets 
 

12:00 noon – Don Nadermann’s HTR+Access workshop (4 hours – bring laptop) 
                      (Details on the Saturday workshop: see page 3) 
 

5:00 pm – TomCat (topics TBA) 
5:30 pm – Ken (topics TBA) 
6:00 pm – Group Discussion, Q&A, Handicapping for Sunday races. 
 
Sunday July 14 
Flight home for some.  Open day for the rest of us. 
Meet in Stardust race book with other HTR members. 
 
• Everyone is encouraged to bring a laptop or notebook computer.  You can download from the room to 

get your data if you wish to handicap and bet races while at the seminar.  Your computer is very 
important if attending the Saturday workshop with Don.  Printouts for handicapping current races 
during the weekend are not provided, but you may be able to get another member to do it if you offer 
a free dinner!  But try to make arrangements in advance for that.   

 

• If you have not booked a room at the Stardust for the seminar, please call the reservation line in Las 
Vegas at 1-800-634-3757 and book under “HTR0702” immediately.  It is not necessary to stay at the 
Stardust to attend the seminar however.   

 

• Please email me ( kmsoft@earthlink.net ) if you are coming.  I need to know how many will be 
present at the buffet dinner and who will be staying for the seminar on Friday evening.  Your friends 
and spouses are invited to the buffet dinner Friday night.  It is no problem for them to eat free and 
then flee to the casino before the seminar begins!  The Friday seminar is geared specifically to HTR 
subscribers and is not a general handicapper primer – the topics are designed for intermediate to 
advanced users.  We need to have a reliable count of actual seminar participants so we can print 
enough handouts for everyone. 

 

• If you cannot attend the seminar, my notes and a summary will appear in the August newsletter. 

mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
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More-- HTR Seminar 2002 
Don Nadermann’s Saturday Data Workshop 

 
Don sent me his tentative itinerary and outline for the Saturday July 13 Access/HTR data workshop dur-
ing the 2002 seminar in Las Vegas.   Please help him out by responding on the message board or emailing 
him at: mrdonn@hotmail.com if you plan on attending.  We strongly recommend you bring your laptop 
and have a version of MS Access already installed.  All levels of experience are welcome.  Don may post 
a survey on our message board, please respond if attending the workshop and let him know what version 
of Access you have and your experience level.   
 
For those that haven’t met “Donnie” he teaches computer software at New Horizons Computer Center in 
Des Moines Iowa and has been an HTR subscriber for many years.  This is the third year we have offered 
this unique Saturday learning experience that combines using the Access db software with the HTR out-
put.  We are grateful to Don for volunteering his time and expertise at our annual meeting. 
 
From Don Nadermann  
 

12:00 Noon 
Be prompt to the seminar room and save a good seat with your laptop.  Return with food or drink if 
desired by 12:15.  For most of you, this will just mean remaining in the room after the morning public 
handicapping seminar.    
 

12:15 – 1 PM  
Refresher on queries including Total Query to take a quick-look at summary numbers with ratings or 
rankings for a quick average. This will be used as a review time and to hopefully bring beginners up to 
speed. 
 

1:10 – 3:30 PM 
Macros...how to write them and how to utilize them. We can automate just about anything we need to in 
our database if we learn macros.  In this workshop you will receive the basic steps to writing macros and 
how to automate the forms in a database to quickly process your data and get you to the track quickly. 
 

3:45 – 4:50 PM 
Report formatting. So now that we know how to query the data, what is the best and easiest way to pre-
sent it in a report? I will cover all aspects of report generation in Access...how do we group information, 
how do we get it sized to one sheet, how can we format a report to quickly analyze the races. After this 
session the attendee will be able to make better sense of the information they "develop" within Access.  In 
both sessions, I will use the current database I have developed that allows me to construct my rankings 
and ratings, automated thru macros and formatted reports that help me zero in on the contenders I use in 
my bets. The attendees will see the finished product first and then gain an understanding of how they can 
do this themselves.  From the time I download my races until the time I head out the door I need roughly 
2 minutes in Access. 
 
Note from Ken on export data 
For my part I will produce a new export file that will be available in HTR2001 before the workshop.  
There is a wealth of suggestions and requests from users to include in the new output; I’ll do my best to 
provide all the data possible.  We obviously have a big weekend planned for you – hope to see you there! 
 
Where is the TLC update? 
Tom Walters and I have been working together on a great new TLC screen that will be available to you at 
the seminar.  I’m sorry there has not been a further update as promised recently.  We had a long talk about 
the program and he sent me several emails reminding me of his suggestions for the output and requested 
that I take my time and finish it for use at the seminar.  The new version of TLC will be posted on our 
software site after I return home from Las Vegas.  Included will be the Pscan, Impact and Performance 
ratings from the DOS version, along with various symbols and flags to mark items of change. 

mailto:mrdonn@hotmail.com
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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
The Belmont Stakes 2002 

 
War Emblem enters the 134th Running of the Belmont Stakes in quest of sport’s most elusive prize, the 
thoroughbred Triple Crown.  The last Triple Crown was won 24 years ago by Affirmed in 1978.  The dec-
ade of the 1970’s was a great one for the sport of kings, with two other monster champions (Secretariat 
and Seattle Slew) completing the triple and etching themselves into American history.   
 
Starting with Spectacular Bid in 1979, seven other horses have won the Kentucky Derby and Preakness 
and entered the Belmont Stakes favored to win the Triple Crown.  All of them failed.  Yet nearly all of 
them ran a very respectable race and finished in the money.  The list appears below. 
 
Year         Horse                 Belmont Finish     
 

1979         Spectacular Bid             3 
1981         Pleasant Colony             3 
1987         Alysheba                    4 
1989         Sunday Silence              2 
1997         Silver Charm                2 
1998         Real Quiet                  2 
1999         Charismatic                 3 
 
• Spectacular Bid was 1/9 to win the Triple Crown in 1979 and it was expected that he would win it 

easily and become the fourth Triple winner in the 70’s decade.  His lackluster race was excused by 
trainer Bud Delp as being caused by a pin stuck in his foot.  The ‘Bid returned as a 4yr and justified 
all claims to greatness by setting world records from 7f to 1-1/4 miles in several awesome perform-
ances.       

 
• Sunday Silence finished 2nd to Easy Goer in the 1989 Belmont.  The pair had run the greatest Preak-

ness stretch duel in history three weeks prior.  Sunday Silence appeared tired in the Belmont but Easy 
Goer ran his most powerful race ever and the 2nd fastest Belmont in history (Secretariat).  Later that 
year in the Breeders Cup Classic, Sunday Silence would defeat his rival again and become Horse of 
the Year. 

 
• Silver Charm and Real Quiet were both trained by Bob Baffert.  Real Quiet was leading by 2-lengths 

approaching the wire in the 1998 Belmont when he suddenly became leg weary.  The sustained run of 
Victory Gallop was gaining momentum and the finish was extremely tight.  A $5 million bonus 
hinged on the outcome of that photo if Real Quiet could have mustered just one last ounce of energy 
and held on.  He could not and Victory Gallop had won the Belmont by a nose and spoiled a consecu-
tive Triple Crown for Baffert and company.   

 
• D. Wayne Lukas had his best chance to win the Triple in 1999 with the surprise Charismatic.  Lukas 

had entered the horse in a claiming race just a few months earlier. In a heartbreaking effort, Charis-
matic suffered a leg fracture but ran on despite the injury and finished a gutsy third.  Jockey Chris 
Antley dismounted quickly and risked his own neck to save the horse’s life.  Ironically, Antley would 
take his own life less than 2 years later in a tragic drug related suicide. 

 
Looking at the recent history of the Belmont - and the record of the other horses that had won the 
Derby/Preakness – endorses the probability that War Emblem will run big.  In fact it almost seems that he 
is fated to finish 2nd or 3rd.  But there is no genuine rival to defeat him and he has already beaten most of 
his opponents with room to spare.  Maybe Sunday Break, or another newcomer can upset him, but don’t 
expect it be a 20/1 shot, that just doesn’t happen in the Belmont.  I’m hoping for a clean and incident free 
Belmont that produces a Triple Crown champion, it would be a welcome positive boost for the sport.    
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Book Reviews 
The Four Corners of Horse Investment 

 
It is rare these days to find any new books on thoroughbred racing, let alone one that is useful for horse-
players.  Steve Fiero’s new book: The Four Corners of Horse Investment delivers some excellent advice 
on organization and preparation for winning bettors. 
 
The author offers no handicapping instruction and this book is not a primer on specific betting strategy.  
Instead the focus is clearly on preparation for a successful attack on a day at the track or racebook.  This 
is a subject that has received far too little coverage.  The Four Quarters are      

 
• Contender Selection 
• Attaching Value 
• Performing While Investing 
• Record Keeping 

 
Fiero takes a pragmatic approach in writing about these subjects.  He is a very experienced handicapper 
and an expert in betting line construction as he makes a line for every race in California for Today’s Rac-
ing Digest.  So there is excellent advice about overlay identification.  And it becomes apparent when 
reading this book that he has no illusions about the difficulty of making serious money betting horses.  No 
pie-in-the-sky from this author – do your homework or failure is certain. 
 
As is typical with material that is self-published or put together at a small outfit (i.e. HTR newsletter!), 
this book is no work of art.  The contents were obviously not proofed and edited by professionals in the 
book business.  The price also feels a bit high at $43 for a 150-page (but large size) soft cover.  But $43 is 
cheap for a good kick in the butt if it convinces you to straighten up and get organized when losing too 
much money at the track.  There is some very solid advice in this book from an honest man who thor-
oughly understands the game and is keenly aware of why most people win or lose money at it. 
 
I favorably recommend reading ‘The Four Corners…’ and you can purchase it or get more information at 
www.todaysracingdigest.com 
 

Bet With Best 
 

This recent offering from Daily Racing Form Publishing has numerous well-known writers such as Andy 
Beyer, Steve Crist, James Quinn, and Tom Brohamer.  Each contributes one chapter and the individual 
efforts are not linked.  This is the type of handicapping book that would have been wonderfully received 
about 20 years ago.  In those days we had no choice but to attend races live, focus on our local circuit and 
use the Form.  But this is a whole different era.  Incredibly, there is no mention in this book of computer 
software, data analysis or using the Internet to gather information.  That was not an over-site as this book 
is really an endorsement for good old-fashioned Daily Racing Form handicapping.  That is understand-
able as DRF publishes, promotes, and distributes the sale of the book so they can certainly exercise 
authority in determining content.  But I doubt modern players are going to be persuaded to return to the 
days of colored pens and all night vigils handicapping with the Form.  
 
Fresh material does come from Lauren Stitch on the breed and Alan Shuback on European class.  Those 
were the chapters that interested me the most.  Bet with the Best is a professionally published hard cover 
and is fair-priced if you buy it from Amazon.com for about $20.  It even turned up at my local library.  
Worth a look, but it disappoints as a modern synopsis of thoroughbred handicapping techniques. 
 
The library is where I recommend you search first for horse racing titles if you need an education in 
handicapping.  The glory days for publication of these books took place between 1975 and 1992.  Many 
of the out-of-print titles from excellent and prolific authors such as Tom Ainslie, James Quinn, Andy 
Beyer, and William Quirin can also be found at used bookstores, swap meets or on the Internet.  

http://www.todaysracingdigest.com/
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Software Update 
Quirin Pace and Speed Figs into HTR2001 

 
Added a new set of PP’s to the HTR2001 options as well as some new buttons that I hope will access 
things more rapidly throughout your handicapping.   
 
The new QPP’s (Quirin Style Figures Past-Performances) feature the pace and speed figures that were so 
popular in the DOS screen (5).  The running lines have been redesigned to include both the position calls 
and beaten lengths at four poles.  Trip notes and related items are included.  
 
Race Pace-Performance (PER) figures 
On the left side of each past-performance line - following the class information - there are two similar 
numbers posted for each race, such as 098 102.  This is the Pace + Performance rating for the race itself.  
These race ratings are based on the fractions alone – no beaten lengths.  If the winner had gone wire-to-
wire he would receive the same ratings, but all other horses will have their individual figures computed 
based on beaten lengths parameters. 
 
Race Shape Assessment (race strength) 
The two letter tags (AA, FA, FS, etc) that follow the Pace and PER for the race, are the Quirin race-shape 
designations.  The strength of the ratings is compared to the normal par for the level and then one of three 
letters is assigned to help you eyeball race strength. 
 

A = Pace and/or Performance rating was Average for this type of race. 
S = Pace and/or Performance rating was much slower than normal for the level 
F = Pace and/or Performance was much faster than normal for the level. 
 

If you see a “!” following the Race Shape it indicates a “key” or “highly rated race” for the level. 
 
Horse’s individual Pace-PER ratings 
These are the duel set of numbers on the right after the finish position.  They represent the horse’s own 
pace-PER figures based on his effort in the race.  For example, 104 093 would indicate a horse that was 
involved in a fast pace and slowed down rapidly late.  094 105 would be more typical of a closer that 
stayed off the pace and finished strongly.  I strongly urge you read the book Figure Handicapping by 
James Quinn that discusses using these numbers in detail.   
 
The Performance ratings (range 050 – 115) listed in HTR are not final time speed figures.  They are com-
puted based on velocity feet-per-second.  This methodology gives more credit to horses that set fast frac-
tions and faded or to closers that finished strongly despite a slow pace.  It also downgrades runners that 
appear to be finishing fast on paper but are actually passing tired horses after rapid splits.  The PER is an 
elegant algorithm that is not fooled by deceptive race times or unusual pace scenarios that favor certain 
styles.  You will notice far less variance in the PER numbers vs. standard speed figures. 
 
Running Lines 
The running lines (beaten lengths area) in these PP’s start with the post-position in a two-digit format 
along with a marker for fast or slow break from the gate – a helpful item.   For example, 03 » indicates the 
horse broke from post-position 3 that day and was fast out of the gate.  After that you will recognize the 
typical race position call + beaten lengths for four points of call.  A new feature is the beaten lengths 
shown in their fractional equivalents instead of decimal format. 
 
Helpful Screen Clickers 
I have added additional buttons and checkboxes throughout.  Examples: the [PPQ] button will take you 
immediately to the screen talked about above.  The [NY] button will instantly move you to BEL, SAR or 
AQU on the most recent date you have in your directory.  The [KY] and [CA] clickers do the same for 
those circuits.  When you start the program, there is a checkbox that allows you to load only the current 
day’s races so you don’t have to wait for your entire folder full of files to process.    
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Advanced Handicapping 
Cream of the Crop---Maiden Special Weight at Major Tracks 

 
The Maiden Special Weight (Msw or straight maiden) races that are carded at major tracks for young 
horses are the foundation first step in the North American class ladder.  Let’s make a clear distinction 
here between those Msw written for statebred runners and those that are open and allow any entrant.  
Open maiden-special races comprise this discussion. The statebred races need to be researched separately.  
Here are some facts worth remembering about the open Msw races  
 

• Almost without exception, every 3yr-old Classic winner in the last 50 years has broken its maiden 
in an open Msw race at a major track. 

 

• Almost without exception, every Breeders Cup winner and all major Grade I victors throughout 
the year have broken their maiden in an open Msw at a major track.  Classy European imports to 
the United States fit this profile as well.  Open maiden company in France and England is the 
toughest in the world on grass.     

 

• 2 or 3-year olds that are entered in open Msw at the top tracks are typically the finest bred, most 
expensive purchases and are stabled in the top barns.  These high-potential rookies attract intense 
notice from the most powerful owners, breeders and trainers.  Most handicappers don’t muster as 
to how seriously these races are viewed by the elite movers in the thoroughbred business.  

 

• Racetracks crave these horses and racing secretaries reserve premium purses for Msw events.  On 
the NYRA and SoCal circuits the Msw purses now approach or exceed $50,000.  The vast major-
ity of the other horses on the grounds will never compete for that kind of money – even if they are 
multiple lifetime winners.  Clearly the open Msw win is an important prize. 

 
For many horseplayers, the Msw races are an annoyance.  They usually feature many unknown entrants, 
first time starters and lightly races types.  There is a perception in the grandstand that insiders have secret 
barn information on these horses and are going to bet them late or in the exotics while the rest of us 
scratch our heads.  That belief is often verified with the heavy betting action that precedes a win. 
 
One indisputable reality in the Msw ranks is the urgency to get that first victory and move forward in 
class.  Time is not a big ally.  There is a narrow window of opportunity to win-and-develop the young 
horse for the lucrative purses and prestige that await the good ones.  The filter through which quality 
young thoroughbreds must pass is tough and intensely competitive.  Trainers on the major circuits are 
absolutely aware that only the most talented high-potential types will be able to compete in the Msw 
races, the others go straight to maiden claimers or try state-bred Msw.  Taking a shot with a fast but cheap 
horse usually results in the animal getting pummeled by classy rivals in Msw.  The handicapper might as 
well imagine that Msw races on the major circuits are really stakes races for non-winners.   
 
Below is a list of tracks ranked in groups of five for the quality of the open Msw races.  The 15 tracks that 
are listed in the first three groups will be used in the tests to follow.   
 
Highest Quality / Extremely Competitive - Saratoga – Del Mar – Belmont – Santa Anita – Hollywood 
 

High Quality / Strong Competition – Aqueduct - Churchill – Keeneland – Gulfstream – Monmouth  
 

Good Quality / Moderate Competition – Woodbine - Oaklawn – Golden Gate – Bay Meadows – Calder  
 

Modest Quality / Moderate Competition – Pimlico – Laurel - Hawthorne – Sportsman – Arlington – 
Fair Grounds – Louisiana Downs – Delaware – Meadowlands – Lone Star – select CA fairs – Hoosier 
 
If the major tracks in England and France were included, they would rank right next to Saratoga in terms 
of strength.  All quality Maiden races in Europe are run on the grass and often in 15-20 horse fields.  
Make note of any shipper that has won or been up close in such a race, they will be strong contenders 
when competing in North America on grass. 
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Advanced Handicapping 
Open Maiden Special Weight Races – Interesting Facts and Stats 

 
Let’s start our research by checking some facts and figures that will give us a grasp of what is happening 
in these important races.  I tested races at 5-furlongs or longer to eliminate those early 2yr contests. 
 
Tested Race Type:  Open (no statebred) Msw races / all ages.     Distance range:  5 – 9 furlongs. 
 

Tracks Tested:  SAR, BEL, AQU, SA, HOL, DMR, KEE, CD, WO, MTH, OP, CRC, GP, BM, GG 
 

Races Tested:  1709  Horses: 15142  (data from last 365 days) 
 
 

Dirt Sprints 58% 
Dirt Routes  20% 
   All Turf  22% 
 

Interesting that there are more grass races carded for Msw than dirt routes.  But I lumped the turf-sprints 
into the “all turf” category. 
 
Average Field Size:  9 
Good news, these races tend to be competitive and usually have at least 8 horses entered. 
 
Tote favorite win rate: 35.3%    ROI = 0.86 
Msw races tend to have the highest rate of winning favorites from any general class grouping.  The ROI 
for the chalk is not that bad at 0.86.  If you must bet favorites, Msw races offer the best return.  Watching 
the toteboard is not an exercise in futility with these horses – there is significant interest from insiders. 
 
MLO Favorites Top-3 win rate for open Msw at major tracks  
 

Dirt Sprints 65.0% 
Dirt Routes  69.8% 
Turf         63.2% 
 

The top-3 choices on the ML will typically win 2/3 races.   Nothing unusual about that statistic with Msw 
as it coincides with the percentage for all race types.  Dirt routes tend to be the most formful.   One inter-
esting stat from testing the ML was finding a 0.99 ROI for the “turf” ML favorites.    
 
Lifetime Starts – Msw entrants 
 

Starts    %Horses     %Winners     ROI      
 

0 (FTS)     27%         21%        0.75 
1           21%         24%        0.77 
2           16%         16%        0.85 
3           10%         10%        0.76 
4           07%         08%        0.86 
5+          19%         21%        0.73 
 

The problem with the chart above is that the Msw races feature such a wide mix of horses based on sea-
sonal and age variations.  The Msw for 2yr entrants in early summer may be all first time starters, yet a 
3up Msw race in the fall may have a full field of experienced losers.  I lumped them together to get a fat-
ter sample size for the trainer and pedigree tests to follow.   
 
The conventional wisdom with Msw handicapping is to look for lightly raced horses.   The statistics here 
reveal a slight positive impact for those with one lifetime start.  The other groups (2-4) win exactly as 
expected.  Those with 5 or more lifetime starts did better than expected.  First timers perform slightly 
below their expected win rate.  I also tested speed figures on these horses with uninspiring results.  Sepa-
ration by age/sex and season made the sample sizes too small (don’t forget, I used only 15 tracks in the 
research).   Let’s check trainer rating next and see if there is an edge there.   
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Handicapping 
Trainer Rating and Msw 

 
The Trainer rating in HTR2001 is scored on a 365-day rotating performance basis.  For more information 
on the computation of the rating, please review the May 2002 newsletter.    
 
Let’s examine trainer performance with Msw at the top tracks.  We would expect the highest rated train-
ers to be the recipients of the best stock and therefore take the lions-share of these races.  The fat purses 
and high potential of the horses involved would seem to make that an obvious prediction.   Yet is there is 
any profit potential in it for handicappers? 
 
Trainer Rating Performance – Open Msw Races at major tracks 
 
Rating      Plays    Winp    ROI    Longs—-High 
 

400-500       255     22%    0.98     007  $ 22  
350-399      1322     18%    0.90     039  $ 48    
300-349      2763     16%    0.81     078  $ 66 
250-299      3867     13%    0.80     050  $120 
200-249      3066     08%    0.80     044  $132 
150-199      1958     08%    0.68     041  $ 88 
100-149      1402     05%    0.53     029  $115 
under 100     509     02%    0.55     059  $199            
 
Key 
Rating   Trainer rating from HTR2001 
Plays     Number of horses entered to race from a trainer in that category 
Winp     Percentage of winners from that group; expected win rate this sample = 11% 
ROI       Bet $1 on each play and determine the return; 1.00 = break even 
Longs    Number of winners that paid $15 or more 
High      Highest win price from that group 
 
Next chart ranks the trainers in each race by the highest trainer rating. 
 

Trainer Rating Performance (by ranking) - Msw  
 
Ranking   Winp    ROI    Longs—-High 
 

   1       21%    0.91     038  $ 55  
   2       19%    0.90     053  $ 69    
   3       15%    0.81     050  $ 76 
   4       11%    0.76     049  $120 
   5       10%    0.82     050  $132 
   6       09%    0.73     044  $ 88 
   7       08%    0.64     032  $115 
   8       06%    0.61     029  $120 
   9+      05%    0.69     059  $150            
 
Clearly the top rated trainers win far more than their share of these races.  But that is not the best news.  
The trainers in the 350-500 categories or the top-2 rated trainer in the race have the highest ROI by far.  
This means the public is not over-betting these horses and longshots can be found.  As you peruse the 
various screens in HTR2001, the trainers rated above 330 will have a (*) next to their score.  Remember - 
they take the Msw races very seriously and are not going to waste much time getting a promising young-
ster out of the maiden ranks.  Average to low rated trainers should only be bet in Msw if the horse has a 
significant edge in early pace and is a big longshot.  Otherwise you are taking the worst of it.  
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Handicapping 
Pedigree Rating and Msw  

 
Handicappers are stuck with limited information for appraisal of Msw first time starters (FTS).  The 
HTR2001 program provides an excellent pedigree performance rating that can be used to ascertain some 
early potential for these unknown horses. 
 
The Pedigree rating found throughout HTR2001 is more precise than other similar numbers such as the 
Tomlinson ratings (drf.com) or Dosage (chef-de-race.com).  Our breeding stats are not based on surface 
alone.  We receive distance + surface statistics from HDW.  I formulated an algorithm that takes into 
account the sire and the dam performance history for today’s race type only.  There is a major adjustment 
for those making their first start on grass or dirt (FTS).  Sire and dam-sire progeny average earnings his-
tory is also factored in.  The figures range from 0 – 999.  If the horse is entered in dirt sprint today, you 
will notice that the pedigree number is different if he returns to run in turf route later. 
 

Quick Look at the Pedigree rating scale and comment 
 

800 – 999   Outstanding/expensive breeding for today’s race. 
600 - 799   High quality pedigree.  
450 – 599   Well bred entrant. 
300 – 449   Average range. 
000 – 299   Below average performance from this lineage. 
 

A (*) denotes an entrant with a strong pedigree rating above 450 in today’s race (HTR2001). 
 
Now let’s test the value of the pedigree rating with FTS in Msw at major tracks. 
 
HTR2001 Pedigree Rating Performance of FTS in Open-Msw races at major tracks 
 

Rating      Horses     Wins     Winp       ROI    Longs--High 
 

800-999      078        21       27%       0.79     0    $ 14 
600-799      456        69       15%       0.82    13    $ 60 
450-599     1107       112       10%       0.87    41    $101 
300-449     1611       121       08%       0.62    48    $ 77 
000-299     1060        61       06%       0.56    31    $ 74 
 
Analysis 
There is some knowledge that can be gleaned from this chart.  
 

• The ‘super bred’ horses with pedigree exceeding 800 win at a very high clip for FTS.  Problem is, 
everyone seems to know and they are heavily bet.  Not a single horse from this group paid more than 
$14 and the ROI is awful.  There is no secret that these runners are well meant and the expectations 
high for the ‘blue bloods’.  At very low odds, they may be worth trying to beat. 

 

• The horses that rate less than 450 are dismal bets as FTS in a Msw race.   Not only is their win% low, 
they return nothing to those who bet them.  Even the longshot performance seems weak.  Horses with 
average or below average breeding numbers are poor bets as FTS – and no doubt some of them are 
favorites with fast workouts from good barns.  At low odds, they are worth trying to beat, and you 
usually will – the lower the pedigree the number, the less their chances.      

 
Heavily bet first time starters, those with top pedigrees, good works and power connections (trainer) can 
be a tricky call for the handicapper.  We know that favorites do very well in Msw and these horses have 
unlimited potential.  Tough to bet against them, but race experience is a valuable asset for young thor-
oughbreds and low odds FTS have just not proven profitable under any circumstances that I have tested.   
These heralded FTS in Msw are the mint rookies of the sport though and fascinating to follow.   
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Systems and Angles 
Trainer + Pedigree Spot Play for FTS  

 
Let’s see if we can uncover a profitable spot play with hot looking first time starters in the major league 
Msw races.  We’ll combine the trainer rating and the pedigree rating from HTR2001 and look for those 
rookies with apparent huge potential and top connections.  Here are the rules for the test  
 
• Horse must be first time starter entered in an open Msw race at a major track 
• Trainer rating higher than 330 AND the trainer must be ranked #1 or #2 in the race with that rating. 
• Pedigree rating must exceed 450. 
 

Distance/Surface/Age/Sex were not considered except that the race must be 5f or longer.   
 
Plays   Winners    Winp     ROI    Longs---High 
  317      77        23%     1.40    15      $66 
 
Wow!  I’m shocked.  Looks like it hit several good longshots.  With a small sample of 77 winners the 
ROI can suffer distortion with a few bombs – the highest of which was $66.  Nevertheless this is a good 
result and I hope some food for thought – the high value trainers do not appear to be over-bet based on 
everything we have studied this month.   Hope some of you can verify the good results by keeping an eye 
on these.  Watching for this play is easy in HTR2001 because the 330+ trainer and the 450+ pedigree are 
marked with a (*) on the screen.  
 
Most important piece of knowledge I picked up from this month’s research was the overlay potential of 
the highly rated trainers.  There looks to be considerable value with quiet yet excellent trainers that are 
rated above 330.  Many of these men and women with strong HTR trainer ratings are not necessarily the 
headline grabbers or on top in the standings, so they can put over a big price once in a while – even in the 
prestigious Msw ranks.  We’ll have to check more on this in the future in other situations such as layoffs, 
first time on grass and claims.   
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Tournament News 
 

Congratulations to Doug Craft and Tommy Castillo for some tournament success recently.  Doug (San 
Clemente, CA) had finished a strong 13th in the recent Orleans contest and followed it up with a good 4th 
finish in the difficult Reno Hilton head to head 32-man contest that concluded on Ky Derby day.  Castillo 
(Dallas, TX) was out of the money in the Reno event, but smacked a $75 winner at HAW on June 1 to 
pass nearly everyone and finish 4th in a very tough Sioux Falls OTB contest.  The prize money was not 
the important aspect of the South Dakota contest, it was the qualifying spot in the 2003 NTRA that 
Tommy secured.  Nice going! 
 
Don Nadermann will be hosting tournament-bound HTR members and other friends for a bbq at his 
house near Des Moines, Iowa on the weekend of June 22.  The tournament takes place at Prairie Mead-
ows racetrack that Saturday that will send winners to the NTRA final next year to compete for $100,000.  
For more information, check the HTR message board or contact Don at mrdon@hotmail.com.     
 
New HTR2001 version dated “June 5, 2002” should be ready by the time you read this.  Just updated the 
“$” for longshot ID, as well as did some work on the printing for the PP’s.   Thanks for feedback. 

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 
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